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ABSTRACT
Software engineering faces the challenge of developing and maintaining systems that are highly variable in space (concurrent variations of the system at a single point in time) and time (sequential
variations of the system due to its evolution). Recent research aims
to address this need by managing variability in space and time
simultaneously. However, such research often relies on nonuniform terminologies and a varying understanding of concepts, as it
originates from different communities: software product-line engineering and software configuration management. These issues
complicate the communication and comprehension of the concepts
involved, impeding the development of techniques to unify variability in space and time. To tackle this problem, we performed
an iterative, expert-driven analysis of existing tools to derive the
first conceptual model that integrates and unifies terminologies
and concepts of both dimensions of variability. In this paper, we
present the unification process of concepts for variability in space
and time, and the resulting conceptual model itself. We show that
the conceptual model achieves high coverage and that its concepts
are of appropriate granularity with respect to the tools for managing variability in space, time, or both that we considered. The
conceptual model provides a well-defined, uniform terminology
that empowers researchers and developers to compare their work,
clarifies communication, and prevents redundant developments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software version control;
Software product lines; Software configuration management
and version control systems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Software-intensive systems have to exist in different variations to
satisfy varying customer requirements [5, 19, 51, 64]. Such variations can be distinguished according to the two dimensions from
which they originate [3, 15, 63]. First, variability in space refers to
variations that are defined by feature options implemented in a
system, which allow to mass-customize the system by enabling or
disabling its features (user-visible functionalities of the system [5]).
For example, the Linux kernel comprises over 15 000 feature options to customize a specific product; allowing it to run on small
embedded systems, servers, or distributed computer clusters. The
concepts of this dimension are of primary interest in the area of
software product-line engineering (SPLE) [5, 51].
Second, variability in time refers to variations that occur due
to the evolution of a system. Namely, a feature is only available
after it has been implemented, and older revisions of the system
can be deployed to exclude the feature. This results in variations in
the system based on its evolution over time. The concepts related
to this dimension have been investigated primarily in the area of
software configuration management (SCM) [19] and in the context
of version control systems (VCSs) [53].
SPLE and SCM are well-known research areas, and their combination has recently gained increasing attraction [11, 31, 36, 42, 63,
65]. However, one prerequisite for advancing their combination is
an established and well-defined understanding of the concepts in
both areas; especially considering the varying, but also synonymous,
terminology. For example, the term “configuration” is used in SPLE
to refer to a valid selection of features (we refer to as feature configuration), whereas the same term is used in SCM to refer to a specific
revision (we refer to as revision configuration). In a previous paper [3], we presented an initial conceptual model attempting to capture the concepts of both research areas and their relations, but not
their unification. Still, there are numerous problems caused by the
two independent research areas of SPLE and SCM that require a conceptual model that unifies concepts and relations of both areas. For
instance, recent literature reviews [8, 33, 46, 53] show a growth of
research and tools originating from both areas that tackle the same
problems with the same concepts. Such redundant development
wastes resources and is caused by a missing understanding of the
concepts, terminology, and advancements of the two research areas.
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For that reason, we contribute a conceptual model for unifying variability in space and time, improving the current situation
by establishing a common understanding and terminology of the
concepts used in SPLE and SCM. We derive the conceptual model
by systematically eliciting concepts used in 10 established tools
from both research areas (e.g., Git [37], SVN [50], FeatureIDE [39],
ECCO [21]). For this purpose, we interviewed developers and experts to identify the concepts and relations used in these tools.
Based on this input, we conducted two workshops in which we
constructed the conceptual model. We adopted four ontology-based
metrics [24] to validate the granularity and coverage of the conceptual model compared to the tools. Our contributions are:
• We present a conceptual model for unifying the concepts of
variability in space and time.
• We report an empirical validation of the conceptual model,
showing how well it describes existing tools.
• We provide an open-access repository containing the anonymized interviews and evaluation data we used to construct
the conceptual model.1
The conceptual model provides a foundation for the unified management of variability in space and time. It supports researchers
and developers in scoping and communicating their research by
unifying terminology and relating concepts of both research areas.

BACKGROUND

This section introduces a small, yet representative example to which
we refer to throughout the paper. We provide background knowledge on variability in space and time (to which we refer to as variability dimensions), and their combination. Moreover, we present
the initial conceptual model capturing these dimensions.

2.1

Example Scenario: Pick and Place Unit

As example scenario, we present excerpts of the software of a pick
and place unit (PPU) with its mechanical parts being described
by Vogel-Heuser et al. [66]. The PPU consists of a crane and a stack,
both mechatronic components requiring operational control. The
crane moves work pieces that have been put in the stack, and uses
either a micro switch or an inductive sensor. Moreover, an optical
sensor may be used optionally in the stack.

2.2

Variability in Space

Variability in space supports the systematic development of families of related products, building on the principles and concepts
of SPLE [5, 14, 45, 51]. In a product line, the platform implements
features, which are typically documented in variability models
1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3975442

class Crane {
// # IF MicroSwitch && ! InductiveSensor
MicroSwitch switch ;
Crane ( MicroSwitch ms ) {...}
// # END
}
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class Stack {
// # IF OpticalSensor
Stack ( OpticalSensor s) {...}
// # END
// # IF ! OpticalSensor
Stack () {...}
// # END
}

1
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class Stack {
...
Stack () {...}
// # END
// # IF OpticalSensor
void exchangeOpticalSensor ( OpticalSensor newSens ) {...}
// # END
}

Listing 1: Crane.java in first revision.

OpticalSensor

Figure 1: Simplified feature model of the PPU.
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Listing 2: Stack.java in first revision.

Listing 3: Stack.java in second revision.
(e.g., feature models) [9, 16, 27, 40]. By providing a selection of
the features as a feature configuration, a customized product can
automatically be derived from the platform. Depending on the
variability mechanism (i.e., annotative [6], compositional [13], or
transformational [54]), the derivation process varies [5]. In annotative mechanisms, the implementation fragments in the platform are
annotated with presence conditions, namely Boolean expressions
over features, for example, in the form of preprocessor directives.
In compositional mechanisms, the implementation fragments are
contained in modules. Modules group fragments that have the same
presence condition. A composer generates a product by merging all
modules whose presence conditions are satisfied by a given configuration. Transformational (also called delta-oriented) mechanisms
build on a core implementation and delta modules. A delta module
contains a sequence of delta operations that are applied when a
presence condition is satisfied. A product is derived by applying all
delta operations whose presence conditions are satisfied by a given
configuration in a defined order.
The feature model shown in Figure 1 represents the variability
in space of the PPU example with mandatory features Crane and
Stack and the optional feature OpticalSensor. The crane either possesses a MicroSwitch or an InductiveSensor (alternative relation). In
addition, a cross-tree constraint prohibits the coexistence of the
OpticalSensor and the InductiveSensor. Listing 1 and 2 capture the
first implementation state of the crane and the stack, respectively.
We show an annotative variability mechanism operating on preprocessor directives (#IF, #END) that encapsulate optional parts of the
source code. Thus, Line 3 of Listing 2 will only exist in a product if
the feature OpticalSensor is selected in the feature configuration,
otherwise Line 6 is present; each enabled by the directive in Line 2
or 5, respectively.

2.3

Variability in Time

Variability in time considers the evolution of a system. In SCM,
VCSs have been developed to manage evolution, offering storage
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Variability in space and in time has always been intertwined: Product lines evolve over time and VCSs can maintain different product
functionalities in separated branches [30, 52, 64]. Still, the combination of both dimensions is less investigated and tends to involve
inconvenient use cases. For instance, developing individual products in branches causes maintenance overhead for synchronizing
branches [18, 52]. On the contrary, many existing solutions for
SPLE consider variability in space only, thus requiring integration
with a VCS to manage variability in time. This missing dedicated
tool support for tracing feature evolution challenges developers.
Considering both dimensions systematically can help to solve
this problem. Moving in this direction, Westfechtel et al. [67] have
proposed the unified version model about 20 years ago to unify the
concepts of SPLE and SCM. This model introduces a version as an
abstract unification, which can either be a product variant (variability in space) or a revision (variability in time). However, the model
prescribes a dedicated development process to ensure consistency,
which contradicts the practical usage of almost all contemporary
tools. Thus, it cannot serve as an up-to-date conceptual model.
In our example, the implementation corresponding to the feature Stack exists in two revisions: The first one, in which only the
constructor exists (cf. Listing 2), and the second one incorporating
an exchange mechanism in Listing 3. Consequently, the second
revision is also a feature revision.

2.5

Conceptual Model

Recently, we introduced an initial conceptual model [2, 3] documenting elements of each variability dimension and their relations.
As we build on this model, we briefly summarize its key ideas.
The initial conceptual model, shown in Figure 2, distinguishes the
Revision Space from the Variant Space and the System Space,
and categorizes its elements with respect to the variability dimension they belong to. The Revision Space represents concepts of
variability in time only, that is Versioned Systems composed of
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Versioned System

Revision
1
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*

Product Line

Versioned Item

1

*

2.4

Revision Space

* successor

predecessor *

*

options and operations to handle collaborative development. While
different (academic) VCSs allow to version almost arbitrary elements and relationships [15], mainstream VCSs, like SVN [50] and
Git [37], organize files (as the only versioned elements) in directed,
acyclic graphs. A download mechanism retrieves a local copy from
the common storage (i.e., a repository) and an upload mechanism
propagates local changes back to the repository. Each state of the
local copy, uploaded to the repository, is referred to as revision,
marked with a (numbered) label. In contrast to a feature configuration in SPLE, it is possible to configure a customized product by
selecting a specific revision without knowing whether the revision
incorporates, for example, patches or a new feature.
In our example, the files in Listing 1 and 2 are uploaded to the
repository as first revision. Afterwards, another developer downloads the current state of the repository and modifies the local copy.
For instance, this second revision adds an extension of the stack to
exchange the optical sensor, thereby evolving the file as depicted
in Listing 3: Lines 5-7 are added and uploaded to the repository
as second revision. Likewise, in a third revision (not shown) the
inductive sensor may be added to the crane.
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Figure 2: The initial conceptual model for unifying concepts
of variability in space (green) and in time (orange) with common concepts (white) [3].
Revision graphs. In contrast, the Variant Space, which incorporates Product Lines, belongs to variability in space. Products can
be derived from a Product Line by selecting Variation Points
that are implemented by arbitrary Fragments, which are, for instance, lines of code or model elements. A Fragment represents one
of the concepts common to both, variability in space and time. Moreover, a Versioned Item puts the concepts under version control.
While the conceptual model documents concepts and their relations present in each variability dimension, it misses a unification of these concepts and is not designed to represent concepts
of contemporary variability tools. In contrast, we now contribute
a systematically elicited conceptual model that not only unifies
concepts, but also allows to classify contemporary tools.

3

STATE OF THE ART

Conceptual Models for Variability in Space. The SPLE community has designed multiple processes and conceptual models to
define the terminology used to specify variability in space [5, 43, 51].
Despite these efforts, even within the SPLE community varying
terminologies have evolved, for example, resulting in the synonymous use of product and variant. A particular technique of SPLE
to unify terminology and provide a common conceptual model
or ontology for a domain is variability modeling, and particularly
the de-facto standard feature modeling [16, 17, 26, 40, 55]. However, while this technique exists, the terminology of variability in
space has never been unified, and the conceptual model we describe
tackles this problem with an even broader perspective. Particular
limitations of existing processes and models are their missing capabilities to describe systems that allow for variability in space and
time, and their limited independence of implementation specifics.
Conceptual Models for Variability in Time. Similarly to SPLE,
conceptual models and taxonomies for SCM have been proposed [15,
38, 50, 53]. The most prominent concept to specify and capture variability in time is arguably the version model, describing how the
versions in a SCM system are managed. However, as Conradi and
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Westfechtel [15] show, each SCM system employs its own version
model with varying terminology and conceptual differences. While
a mapping between the concepts and terms of different SCM systems exists, we are not aware of an actual conceptual model providing a unified terminology to specify variability in space and time.
Related Surveys of Variability in Space and Time. The closest research to the conceptual model is the work of Conradi and
Westfechtel [15] who extend the version models identified towards
capturing the relation of variability in space and time. Building
on this idea, Westfechtel et al. [67] introduce the uniform version
model, which provides a common model for basic SCM and SPLE
concepts. However, the model is intertwined with implementation
details, relying on propositional logic and selective deltas to manage variability. Schwägerl [57] builds upon the uniform version
model, replacing some of the concepts and partly resembling an
own conceptual model. In contrast to our work, the goal was to develop a specific tool (i.e., SuperMod), which we analyzed to derive
a general conceptual model for capturing variability in space and
time; independent of concrete implementation details of a certain
tool. Similarly to our work, Linsbauer et al. [33] survey variation
control systems. Variation control systems aim to combine variability in space and time, and thus we analyzed a set of tools that have
been published more recently, and for which we could interview
experts (e.g., SuperMod, ECCO). Other researchers compared tools
for SPLE or SCM [8, 22, 46, 49, 53]. In contrast to the conceptual
model, these works focus on classifying and comparing the identified tools instead of unifying their concepts and relations. They do
not perform a unification to derive a unified conceptual model for
variability in space and time.

4

SiPL [47, 48] implements product lines based on a transformational
variability mechanism. SiPL uses feature models and delta modules
to implement variability, differing from the previous tools. Compared to other delta-oriented SPLE tools, a unique characteristic of
SiPL is that the notion of a delta is refined in an edit script [28] generated by comparing models through which a modeler expresses
variability in space.

4.2

Tools for Variability in Time

As representatives of variability in time, we selected two wellestablished and widely used VCSs, covering a centralized and a
decentralized system.
Subversion (SVN) [50] is a centralized VCS, meaning that one
central repository is stored on a server. SVN allows users to checkout one state of this repository into a local workspace, implement
changes, and commit them directly to the central repository. Each
commit results in a new revision, which is numbered sequentially.
Thus, developers may check out a specific revision into their local
workspace. SVN supports branching of the central repository as
well as merging of a branch with the main branch.
In contrast to SVN, Git [37] supports decentralized versioning,
meaning that every user has its own copy of the entire repository.
This leads to a distributed network of repositories. As such, Git
supports local operations (such as a commit of changes to the local
repository) as well as distributed operations (such as the clone
operation that creates a local copy of the entire remote repository, or
the push and pull operations that are used to synchronize between
repository clones). Since Git and SVN apply different concepts and
are widely used in the software engineering community, they are
ideal representatives for managing variability in time.

CONTEMPORARY VARIABILITY TOOLS

For constructing the conceptual model, we select a representative
set of tools that i) handle either variability in space, time, or both,
ii) implement concepts of problem and solution space [25] (e.g., in
contrast to pure variability modeling languages and tools which
cover only the problem space [7, 10, 23, 56]), and iii) were available
to us. In this section, we briefly introduce each tool.

4.1

S. Ananieva et al.

Tools for Variability in Space

As mentioned in Section 2, annotative, compositional, and transformational variability mechanisms exist in SPLE. We selected three
tools, each covering at least one mechanism.
FeatureIDE [32, 39] originates from academia and is a tool platform supporting the development of product lines based on the
Eclipse platform. The tool includes, for instance, extensive feature
modeling support, implementing, configuring, and testing. FeatureIDE provides annotative and compositional variability mechanisms, and thus serves to cover both in our analysis.
pure::variants [12] is an industrial SPLE tool with similar functionalities as FeatureIDE. pure::variants builds also on the Eclipse
platform and covers different variability mechanisms, but focuses
on the annotative mechanism in the form of preprocessor directives.
We consider the pure::variants evaluation edition, which is why we
may not have obtained all insights. However, the main advantage
of pure::variants is its design to suite practitioners from industry,
helping us to incorporate this perspective in our model.

4.3

Tools for Variability in Space and Time

This section presents five contemporary tools covering variability
in space and time.
ECCO [20, 21, 34, 35] was initially designed for re-engineering
cloned system variants into a product line, thereby computing mappings between features and fragments of implementation artifacts.
The tool evolved to support feature revisions based on the common
checkout/commit workflow for distributed software development.
Upon commit, ECCO assigns presence conditions consisting of
feature revisions to the corresponding artifact fragments, and thus
combines concepts for variability in space and time.
SuperMod [58, 59] is based on the unified version model [67],
consequently unifying temporal revisions and spatial variants as
versions. The development of a product line takes place productwise, meaning that the product space (workspace) is populated with
the feature model and the model artifacts belonging to one revision
and feature configuration. The version space comprises an internal
repository holding the superimposition of all product-line elements
annotated with logical expressions over features and revisions.
Similar to Git, SuperMod builds on the checkout/commit workflow
locally, and allows multi-user development by pushing/pulling the
local state to one remote repository server.
DeltaEcore [61, 62] supports, like SiPL, a transformational variability mechanism. The tool automatically derives delta languages,
which are used to express the delta operations to the common
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Figure 3: Construction process of the unified conceptual
model.
core of the product line. Developers specify these delta operations
to define how to transform a system from one state into another,
building on the delta language that can parse the programming
language of the system. Products are configured based on a hyper
feature model [60], which provides the option to specify revisions
of individual features in contrast to revisions of the whole system
(which are not explicitly supported).
DarwinSPL [41] copes with variability in space and time based on
DeltaEcore, adapting and extending its concepts. For instance, the
hyper feature model in DeltaEcore allows for temporal variability
of features, but the feature model itself cannot evolve. DarwinSPL
allows to evolve the feature model, but in the process removes the
ability to evolve individual features.
VaVe [4] integrates the management of VAriants (space) and VErsions (time). It builds on Vitruvius [29], a view-based framework
that preserves consistency by propagating changes made in a projection of a system to all affected parts of the system. In contrast to
the aforementioned tools, each change in one particular product
potentially initiates internal consistency preserving mechanisms
to maintain consistency of the whole product line.
Note that some of the selected tools can be used in combination.
For example, an SPLE tool may integrate a VCS for supporting the
evolution of the product line. We did not consider these combinations in the construction process of the reference model, as they are
covered implicitly by considering each individual tool and do not
contribute new concepts for variability in space and time—which
the tools supporting both dimensions do.

SVN because they are widely used and extensive documentation is
available. One week before each interview, we provided the blank
interview guide to each tool expert and completed the guide jointly
during the interview. Subsequently, we conducted a follow-up inspection of the documented answers to ensure they were complete
and consistent. The eight interviews took 83 minutes on average.
The interview guide involves four parts. The first part introduces
the initial conceptual model and definitions of the involved concepts.
The second part asks for a mapping of concepts of the conceptual
model onto constructs of the expert’s tool (to create a construction
mapping) based on the following questions:
• What are the main constructs of the tool?
• For every concept in the conceptual model, what are the
semantically equivalent tool constructs?
• Is there a tool construct not represented by any concept of
the conceptual model?
The third part comprises main use cases of each tool and its scope
in order to distinguish it from other tools. Finally, the fourth part
encompasses tool operations (e.g., code analysis) to obtain a holistic
understanding of each tool.
From the interviews, we identified tool constructs that did not
map to any concepts in the conceptual model. These constructs were
Feature and Constraint. Moreover, we observed that some tools
(i.e., DeltaEcore, DarwinSPL, ECCO, SuperMod, VaVe) do not distinguish the concepts of Versioned System and Product Line and,
instead, represent both by a single construct (i.e., Product Line in
DeltaEcore and DarwinSPL, Repository in ECCO and SuperMod,
System in VaVe). Finally, we found that many tools involve a construct for the Mapping between Fragments and Features as well
as for the Configuration. In the initial conceptual model, however,
these constructs are addressed only implicitly: the realization
relation between Variation Point and Fragment represents the
Mapping, whereas the ternary association between Product, Product
Line, and Variation Point aligns with the Configuration.

5.2

Workshops

Figure 3 shows the construction process of the conceptual model. It
was inspired by the work of Ahlemann and Riempp [1] who propose
iterative steps, such as expert interviews and refining the model
until domain experts reach consensus. As mentioned in Section 2.5,
the initial conceptual model (originating from Dagstuhl Seminar
19191 [2]) aimed to document concepts for variability in space and
in time, and their relations, but not to unify them (cf. step 1 ).
The initial conceptual model served as input to expert interviews,
which we describe in the following.

We conducted two workshops (cf. steps 3 and 4 ) including up to
15 participants, which were tool experts of the interviews, authors
of this paper, and more researchers of the SPLE and SCM communities. The members of the workshops discussed the results of the
interviews (specifically, the construction mapping) and adapted
the initial conceptual model to gradually evolve it into the model
we present in this paper. Major changes involve the unification
of concepts that we found to be represented by a single construct
in tools (e.g., Product Line and Versioned System), adding concepts or making them explicit (e.g., Constraint, Mapping), unifying concepts that handle both variability in space and time (e.g.,
Configuration), and introducing new hybrid concepts that do not
exist in tools focusing either on variability in space or in time.

5.1

6

5

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

Expert Interviews

We (specifically, the first author of this paper) conducted semistructured interviews with one tool expert per tool (cf. step 2 ).
The goal was to understand to what extent the conceptual model
captures concepts of contemporary tools and which adaptations
are needed. Note that we did not conduct interviews on Git and

THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

In this section, we present the conceptual model shown in Figure 4.
We highlight concepts for variability in space green, concepts for
variability in time orange, concepts for variability in both dimensions purple, and unified concepts white. We use lighter colors for
abstract concepts. Moreover, the model is split in two parts. The
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right side shows the problem space in SPLE, namely the abstraction
of the domain, which is equivalent to the version space in SCM. The
left side shows the solution space in SPLE, namely the actual implementation, which is equivalent to the product space in SCM [15].

6.1

Concepts for Variability in Space

The conceptual model represents variability in space using three
concepts: Feature Option, Feature, and Constraint. A Feature
Option represents the abstract possibility to customize a system in
terms of its concrete Features, which can be enabled (and potentially assigned a value) or disabled. Considering our example, the
Crane and the Stack of the PPU represent concrete Features, and
thus a Feature Option. Another established concept for variability
in space is the Constraint. A Constraint can be any arbitrary
expression (e.g., a propositional formula) defined over Feature
Options to constrain which combinations of Feature Options
are valid (e.g., exclude, alternative). In the PPU, the cross-tree constraint 𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 && !𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 of the feature model
exemplifies one kind of Constraint.

6.2

Concepts for Variability in Time

The conceptual model covers variability in time using two concepts: Revision and System Revision. A Revision describes
evolution over time and relates to its predecessor and successor
Revisions. The structure of multiple directly succeeding and preceding Revisions represents branches and merges. A Revision
is an abstract concept and can be a concrete System Revision,
representing the state of the whole system at a particular point in
time. For the PPU, a new System Revision involves modifications
in the feature Stack (cf. Listing 3).

6.3

Concepts for Variability in Space and Time

Concepts for variability in space and time are hybrid concepts not
present in tools focusing solely on variability in space or time. In the
conceptual model, the Feature Revision represents variability
in space and time as a concrete combination of Feature Option
and Revision. It represents the state of one particular Feature
at one point in time. In the PPU, the modification of the Stack
implementation (cf. Listing 3) can also be considered a Feature
Revision of the Stack instead of a System Revision of the entire
PPU. Whether a modification is considered a System Revision
or a Feature Revision is a matter of the granularity at which
modifications in the solution space are mapped to the problem space.
In contrast to a Feature Revision, which is local to a Feature, a
System Revision also determines which Feature Options and
Constraints are enabled. For example, the System Revision of
the PPU determines which Features, Feature Revisions, and
Constraints exist in this System Revision.

6.4

Unified Concepts

While concepts for variability in space and time involve both dimensions jointly, unified concepts represent either variability in
space, in time, or both. The main concept in the conceptual model
is the Unified System, containing most other concepts and essentially describing the developed system. An Option is a high-level
abstraction of any variation in space, time, or both of a system
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in the problem space. Therefore, we use a generic name not associated with SPLE or SCM terminology (as is Variation Point,
which is associated with SPLE). An Option manifests as Feature
(variability in space), System Revision (variability in time), or
Feature Revision (both). Similarly, a Fragment is the core concept to describe the implementation of a system. Depending on
the granularity and system, a Fragment may be an entire file, a
single element, or a line of text (e.g., in source code, documentation, models, delta modules, or meta-information). We specify
neither the level of granularity nor the purpose of Fragments to
keep the conceptual model as generic as possible. In the PPU, every
line in a Java file (e.g., in Listing 2) or the file itself may represent
Fragments depending on the implementation of the respective tool.
A Mapping connects an expression (e.g., a propositional formula)
over Options with Fragments. Thus, it establishes the connection
between the solution space (Fragments) and the problem space
(Options). It is possible that expressions do not contain Options,
but only Boolean constants to govern the presence or absence of
Fragments (e.g., mandatory or deprecated code). In our example,
Line 3 in Listing 2 implies a Mapping of a Fragment (i.e., the line
of code) to Options, namely 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 && 𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟 (the stack is
not explicitly mentioned in the directive as it must be present as
mandatory feature).
The concept Configuration exists in different forms in both
communities, SCM and SPLE (cf. Section 1). To align both communities, we unify its meaning: a Configuration is a selection of
Options (in space and/or time) used to derive a specific Product.
In the PPU, a Configuration may define to use Crane and OpticalSensor in the first revision, and Stack in the second revision.
In contrast to the aforementioned concepts, the Product does not
directly impact the Unified System, but is included for completeness. Based on a configuration, a Product is derived by tool-specific
mechanisms (e.g., delta modules) that are part of the tool’s behavior
and specify which and how Fragments are composed.

6.5

Application in Practice

Extension and Refinement of Concepts. When applying the
model in practice, each of the presented concepts can be refined by
means of subclassing. For example, the Constraint can be refined
into subclasses, such as mandatory child or optional child, for tools
that use feature models to model feature constraints. Another example is the Fragment, which could be refined into the subclasses
Core Model and Delta Module for tools that use deltas.
Well-Formedness. In addition to the graphical representation, we
include constraints for the well-formedness of the conceptual model
to avoid undesirable effects. For example, Feature Revisions in
one revision graph (that is induced by predecessor and successor
revisions) may belong to different Features, or a revision graph
may be a mix of System Revisions and Feature Revisions—
which is not desired. The following invariants (which may be
implemented as OCL constraints [44]) avoid this effect: 1) a revision graph can only contain revisions of the same type (i.e., either
System Revisions or Feature Revisions), 2) all revisions of
the same system must be contained in the same container (i.e., the
Unified System for System Revisions or a Feature for Feature
Revisions), and 3) a revision graph must be a directed, acyclic
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Figure 4: UML class diagram of the conceptual model for unifying concepts for variability in space and time.
graph (DAG). We refrain from adding further invariants, such as
the conformance of a Configuration with Constraints, since
some tools may allow invalid configurations.

7

Expert
Questionnaires

6
Validation

VALIDATION

This section describes the validation of the unified conceptual model.
The validation comprises a qualitative analysis based on a questionnaire, and a quantitative analysis based on metrics. Our analysis
methods allow us to answer research questions that we derive from
the following research goals.
Goals. The goal of the conceptual model is to cover and unify
concepts and their relations that cope with variability in space,
time, and both, based on the selected tools. Therefore, we consider
the following two properties of the conceptual model:
• Granularity: The granularity of the concepts in the conceptual model should be appropriate, that is not unnecessarily
fine-grained, but also not too coarse-grained.
• Coverage: The conceptual model should cover all concepts
needed to describe the selected tools coping with variability
in space, time, and both, yet no more than that.
Questions. We answer the following research questions:
RQ1 Is the conceptual model of appropriate granularity? That is,
are its concepts too fine-grained or too coarse grained?
RQ2 Is the conceptual model of appropriate coverage? That is,
are there any unused or missing concepts?
Answering these two research questions allows us to reason about
the granularity and coverage of the conceptual model.
Steps. Figure 5 shows the concrete steps of the validation process
(following the construction process) that we discuss in more detail
in the following.

7.1

+
5

Qualitative Analysis

We performed a qualitative analysis based on questionnaires completed by tool experts (cf. step 5 ) to map constructs and relations
of their tools to the concepts and relations of the conceptual model.
Moreover, we asked for missing concepts and general remarks.

Uniﬁed
Conceptual
Model

Validation
Mapping

Metric Results

Figure 5: Validation process of the unified conceptual model.
Expert Questionnaire. Since after the interviews all tool experts
were familiar with the mapping procedure, we refrained from explicit interviews. Instead, we provided questionnaires for mapping
tools to the conceptual model. The questionnaire comprises two
parts and is structured similarly to the interview guide. The first
part introduces the unified conceptual model and definitions of
the involved concepts and relations. The second part asks whether
each concept and relation of the conceptual model maps to constructs and relations of the respective tool, also taking into account
unmapped constructs and names of each tool construct.
Validation Mapping. In the following, we present the mapping
of concepts and relations of the conceptual model to constructs and
relations of each tool. Note that these mappings are performed on
the conceptual level of the tools (considering their semantics and
expressiveness), and not on the implementation level. Moreover,
we do not consider the abstract concepts (Option and Revision),
as they cannot be instantiated.
In Table 1, we show the mapping of concepts of the conceptual
model to respective tool constructs. We can see that all tools incorporate constructs for five concepts: Fragment, Product, Unified
System, Mapping, and Configuration. However, these constructs
differ considerably between the tools. For example, a Fragment
in Git is a Blob (file content) or a Tree Object (directory). In
SVN, these constructs are called File Node and Directory Node,
respectively. FeatureIDE and pure::variants manage Fragments
as so-called Assets that are processed by an external composer.
ECCO and SuperMod use the similarly generic terms Artifact
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Table 1: Validation Mapping: Results of mapping the constructs of each tool to the concepts in the conceptual model.
Tool
Concept
Fragment
Product
Unified System
Mapping
Feature
System Revision
Feature Revision
Configuration
Constraint

FeatureIDE

pure::variants

SiPL

SVN

Git

Asset

Asset

Core Model,
Delta Module

Product

Variant

Product

File Node,
Directory Node
Working
Copy

Blob,
Tree Object
Working
Copy

Product Line

Product Line

Product Line

Repository

Mapping1

Restriction

Application
Condition

Tree Object

Feature

Feature

Feature

—

SuperMod

DeltaEcore

DarwinSPL

VaVe

Artifact

Product
Element

Core Model,
Delta Module

Core Model,
Delta Module

Core Model,
Delta Module

Variant

Product

Product

Product

Product

Repository

Repository

Repository

Product Line

Product Line

System

Tree Node

Association

Mapping1

Mapping
Model

Mapping
Model

Mapping1

—

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Variant
—

—

—

—

Commit

Revision

—

Revision

—

Temporal
Validity

—

—

—

—

—

Revision

—

Version

—

Version

Configuration

Commit

Revision

Configuration

Choice

Configuration

Configuration

Configuration

Constraint

—

—

—

Dependency

Constraint

Constraint

Constraint

Variant,
Configuration
Configuration
Constraint,
Constraint
Relation
1 The

Mapping is part of the conceptual level without an explicit construct on implementation level.

and Product Element, respectively. All delta-oriented tools use
the same types of Fragments: Core Model and Delta Module.
Moreover, the mapping shows that concepts we introduced particularly for variability in space or time align with the corresponding tools: Git and SVN manage only variability in time using System
Revisions. Similarly, FeatureIDE, pure::variants, and SiPL manage only variability in space using the concepts of Features and
Constraints. The remaining tools involve the concepts Features
and Constraints in addition to System Revision or Feature
Revision to incorporate variability in time. Interestingly, none of
the tools covering both variability dimensions considers System
Revision and Feature Revision at the same time.
In every tool, a Mapping connects Fragments and Options (i.e.,
Features, Feature Revisions, and System Revisions). In tools
that cover only variability in time (i.e., Git and SVN), the mapping
is rather trivial as it only maps a System Revision to a number
of Fragments in a tree structure. Tools that (additionally) consider
variability in space require more complex Mappings since they need
to deal with Features.
In Table 2, we show the mapping of relations of the conceptual
model to respective relations in the tools. While all tool constructs
map to a concept in the conceptual model, there are relations in
some tools that are not represented by the conceptual model. More
specifically, Git and ECCO include a relation called Remote, allowing a repository (i.e., Unified System) to refer to other repositories.
This relation exists due to the distributed nature of these tools. It is
not connected to the dimensions of space and time, which is why
we did not incorporate it in the conceptual model for now.

7.2

ECCO

Quantitative Analysis

We performed a quantitative analysis using metrics (cf. step 6 ) to
quantify the fit of the conceptual model to the selected tools based
on the validation mapping.
Metrics. We adapted the framework for language evaluation proposed by Guizzardi et al. [24] that introduces the properties laconic, lucid, complete, and sound. We extend these properties to
metrics measuring the degree to which these properties hold for
a given model and tool. The metrics laconicity and lucidity assess

the granularity of concepts of the conceptual model (RQ1 ), whereas
completeness and soundness assess its coverage of concepts (RQ2 ).
We define each metric for a conceptual model 𝑀 and a tool 𝑇
contained in the set of selected tools T . The model 𝑀 is a set of
model concepts 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀. A tool 𝑇 ∈ T is a set of tool constructs
𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 . For simplicity, we consider relations as concepts respectively
constructs, too. R𝑇𝑀 ⊆ 𝑀 ×𝑇 denotes the set of mappings of concepts
in 𝑀 onto constructs in 𝑇 , displayed in the Tables 1 and 2.
A tool’s construct 𝑡 is laconic, iff it implements at most one
concept 𝑚 of the conceptual model 𝑀. Laconicity is then the fraction
of laconic tool constructs. Low laconicity indicates that concepts of
the conceptual model may be too fine-grained.


if |{𝑚 | (𝑚, 𝑡) ∈ R𝑇𝑀 }| ≤ 1
otherwise
Í
laconic(𝑀,𝑇
, 𝑡)
laconicity(𝑀,𝑇 ) = 𝑡 ∈𝑇
|𝑇 |
laconic(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑡) =

1
0

A model’s concept 𝑚 is lucid, iff it is implemented by at most one
construct 𝑡 of a tool 𝑇 . Lucidity is then the fraction of lucid model
concepts. Low lucidity indicates that concepts of the conceptual
model may be too coarse-grained.


if |{𝑡 | (𝑚, 𝑡) ∈ R𝑇𝑀 }| ≤ 1
otherwise
Í
lucid(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑚)
lucidity(𝑀,𝑇 ) = 𝑚 ∈𝑀
|𝑀 |
A tool’s construct 𝑡 is complete, iff it is represented by at least
one concept 𝑚 in the conceptual model 𝑀. Completeness is then the
fraction of complete tool constructs. Low completeness indicates
that the conceptual model might be missing concepts.
lucid(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑚) =

1
0



if |{𝑚 | (𝑚, 𝑡) ∈ R𝑇𝑀 }| ≥ 1
otherwise
Í
complete(𝑀,𝑇
, 𝑡)
completeness(𝑀,𝑇 ) = 𝑡 ∈𝑇
|𝑇 |
complete(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑡) =

1
0

A model’s concept 𝑚 is sound, iff it is implemented by at least
one construct 𝑡 in the tool 𝑇 . Soundness is then the fraction of sound
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The cardinality of the relation in the conceptual model is less restrictive than the cardinality of the relation in the tool.

Table 3: Metric Results for each tool individually.

model concepts. Low soundness indicates that the conceptual model
may include unused concepts.


VaVe

#
G

—

—
—
—
—
●

DarwinSPL

G
#

G
#

ECCO

G
#

—

Git

G
#

—

SVN

G
#

—
—
—

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
—
●
●
—
●
—
—
—

SiPL

G
#

●
●
●
●
●
●
—
●
●
—

Unmapped

● The relations are identical.

pure::
variants

G
#

Fragment has * Fragment
Mapping has * Fragment
Configuration has * Option
Unified System has * Fragment
Unified System has * Mapping
Unified System has * Constraint
Unified System has * Feature
Unified System has * System Revision
Unified System has * Configuration
Mapping has * Option
Feature has * Feature Revision
Constraint has * Feature Option
System Revision enables * Feature Option
System Revision enables * Constraint
Revision has * Successor and * Predecessor

FeatureIDE

G
#

Tool
Relation

G
#

Table 2: Validation Mapping: Results of mapping the relations in each tool to the relations in the conceptual model.

if |{𝑡 | (𝑚, 𝑡) ∈ R𝑇𝑀 }| ≥ 1
sound(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑚) =
otherwise
Í
𝑚 ∈𝑀 sound(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑚)
soundness(𝑀,𝑇 ) =
|𝑀 |
1
0

Finally, we generalize each metric from a single tool 𝑇 to a finite
set of tools T to get a holistic measure over all tools, reflecting
the goal of unification. For laconicity and completeness, this generalization is straightforward since these metrics are based on the
assessment of the properties laconic and complete with respect to
the conceptual model. For lucidity and soundness, we define how
to assess the properties lucid and sound with respect to a set of
tools as follows.2 A model concept 𝑚 is lucid, if it is lucid in all tools
𝑇 ∈ T . A model concept 𝑚 is sound, if it is sound in at least one
tool 𝑇 ∈ T .
 Ø

laconicity(𝑀, T ) = laconicity 𝑀,
𝑇
𝑇 ∈T

Í
𝑚 ∈𝑀 min𝑇 ∈ T lucid(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑚)
lucidity(𝑀, T ) =
|𝑀 |
 Ø

completeness(𝑀, T ) = completeness 𝑀,
𝑇
𝑇 ∈T

Í
𝑚 ∈𝑀 max𝑇 ∈ T sound(𝑀,𝑇 , 𝑚)
soundness(𝑀, T ) =
|𝑀 |
Results. In Table 3, we display the values of the four metrics
(columns) per tool (rows). Each row contains the percentage as
well as the absolute number of conceptual model concepts and
relations (in case of lucidity and soundness) or tool constructs and
relations (in case of laconicity and completeness) that satisfy the
condition for each metric. For all investigated tools, most metric
results for laconicity, lucidity and completeness are close to 100 %.
For instance, the conceptual model is 96 % lucid with respect to Git,
because the concept Fragment does not satisfy the condition for
2 We do not treat constructs that map to the same concept as equivalent (i.e., constructs

mapping to the same concept do not form an equivalence class). Tool constructs are
therefore unique (i.e., for all 𝑆,𝑇 ∈ T with 𝑆 ≠ 𝑇 it holds that 𝑆 ∩ 𝑇 = ∅).

laconicity
FeatureIDE
pure::variants
SiPL
SVN
Git
ECCO
SuperMod
DeltaEcore
DarwinSPL
VaVe

100%
100%
100%
93%
94%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

(17/17)
(17/17)
(16/16)
(14/15)
(15/16)
(16/16)
(21/21)
(20/20)
(22/22)
(19/19)

lucidity

100%
100%
96%
96%
96%
100%
100%
96%
96%
96%

(24/24)
(24/24)
(23/24)
(23/24)
(23/24)
(24/24)
(24/24)
(23/24)
(23/24)
(23/24)

completeness

100%
100%
100%
100%
94%
94%
100%
100%
100%
100%

(17/17)
(17/17)
(16/16)
(15/15)
(15/16)
(15/16)
(21/21)
(20/20)
(22/22)
(19/19)

soundness

71%
71%
71%
63%
63%
67%
92%
79%
92%
79%

(17/24)
(17/24)
(17/24)
(15/24)
(15/24)
(16/24)
(22/24)
(19/24)
(22/24)
(19/24)

lucidity since it is represented by the two constructs Blob and Tree
Object. The soundness values are generally lower because no tool
implements all concepts and relations.
In Table 4, we aggregate the results for all tools. We show the
four metrics (columns) for concepts/constructs and relations as well
as the different dimensions (rows). The conceptual model is not
laconic, due to two constructs: Commit in Git and Revision in SVN
each represent both, the System Revision and the Configuration.
While the mapping of System Revision to Commit/Revision is
straightforward, the mapping to Configuration is debatable since
a configuration in Git and SVN does not explicitly exist (as these
tools have no constructs for variability in space). Therefore, a configuration would trivially only consist of a single Commit/Revision.
Considering completeness, the two aforementioned relations (selfrelating repositories in Git and ECCO) are not mapped. In contrast
to the soundness values of individual tools, the conceptual model is
entirely sound due to the aggregation, because every concept of the
model is implemented by at least one construct in at least one tool.

7.3

Discussion

In the following, we discuss the validation results to answer our
research questions.
RQ1 : Is the conceptual model of appropriate granularity?
We answer this question based on laconicity and lucidity. The laconicity values indicate that the concepts System Revision and
Configuration are unnecessarily fine-grained with respect to the
tools Git and SVN (both deal only with variability in time), because a
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Kind

for

Concepts/
Constructs

Space
Time
Both
Unified
Total

100%
100%
100%
96%
97%

(15/15)
(4/4)
(3/3)
(48/50)
(70/72)

100%
100%
100%
80%
89%

(2/2)
(1/1)
(1/1)
(4/5)
(8/9)

Relations

Space
Time
Both
Unified
Total

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

(22/22)
(10/10)
(7/7)
(68/68)
(107/107)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

All

Table 4: Metric Results over all tools.
laconicity

lucidity

Space
Time
Both
Unified
Total

100%
100%
100%
98%
99%

completeness

(15/15)
(4/4)
(3/3)
(50/50)
(72/72)

soundness

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

(2/2)
(1/1)
(1/1)
(5/5)
(9/9)

(3/3)
100% (22/22)
(2/2)
100% (10/10)
(3/3)
100% (7/7)
(7/7)
97% (66/68)
(15/15) 98% (105/107)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

(3/3)
(2/2)
(3/3)
(7/7)
(15/15)

(37/37)
100% (5/5)
100% (37/37)
(14/14)
100% (3/3)
100% (14/14)
(10/10)
100% (4/4)
100% (10/10)
(116/118) 92% (11/12) 98% (116/118)
(177/179) 96% (23/24) 99% (177/179)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

(5/5)
(3/3)
(4/4)
(12/12)
(24/24)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

System Revision is synonymous to a Configuration. Still, merging both concepts is not desirable for any tool that deals with variability in space, since a Configuration is no longer a single System
Revision but rather a set of Features. The lucidity values indicate
that the concept Fragment is too coarse-grained with respect to six
tools and could be split up. Taking a closer look, the low value results
from different levels of abstraction used in the tools. For example,
ECCO and SuperMod align well with their abstract representation
of Fragments. In contrast, other tools interpret Fragments more
specifically, such as delta-oriented tools (e.g., DeltaEcore, SiPL),
where the tool experts consider a Fragment to be represented by
a Core Model and Delta Modules. These cases result in lower lucidity. However, the reduction in lucidity is desired as we aimed to
avoid that the conceptual model becomes too tool-specific, and thus
limited to specific techniques, which would cause lower laconicity.
In summary, the results show that the conceptual model is of
appropriate granularity. No concepts should be merged (i.e., generalized). Also, no concepts could be split up (i.e., made more specific)
without becoming too tool-specific.
RQ2 : Is the conceptual model of appropriate coverage?
We answer this question based on completeness and soundness. The
completeness values indicate that the Remote relation of two of the
tools is missing in the model and may be added (i.e., Repository
refers to * Repository). The soundness values per tool are
rather low. This is due to the fact that the conceptual model aims to
cover concepts and relations of all tools coping with variability in
space, time, and both. Consequently, the conceptual model shows
lower soundness with respect to tools implementing only one of
these dimensions. This fact propagates to the aggregated values in
Table 4, confirming that every concept in the conceptual model is
needed in at least one tool, and thus there are actually no unused
concepts/relations in the conceptual model.
Altogether, the results show that the conceptual model achieves
high coverage. There is no unused concept or relation. Moreover,
no concepts are missing. Only relations related to distributed development are not (yet) represented in the conceptual model.

8

THREATS TO VALIDITY

One threat to the construct validity is the level of abstraction at
which tool constructs are mapped to model concepts. We performed
this mapping on the conceptual level, not on the implementation

level. However, it is not always obvious which tool constructs constitute the conceptual level. For example, FeatureIDE implements
the concept Constraint with multiple constructs that are quite specific to feature models, such as mandatory child or alternative group.
In such cases, we chose the overarching parent constructs (in this
example, the Constraint) as a representative and did not consider
the more specific constructs. Interestingly, this was also the level
of abstraction on which tool experts tended to answer the questionnaires. Generally, we took the answers in the questionnaires as
literally as possible with a minimum amount of interpretation and
adjustment of the level of abstraction.
A threat to construct and external validity is whether the selected tools are representative for both, the SPLE and SCM domain.
We argue that our tool selection covers a representative body of
existing tools of both domains. Furthermore, the tools are diverse:
Every variability dimension (and combinations) is represented by
at least two tools (i.e., tools only for variability in space, variability in time, both with System Revisions, and both with Feature
Revisions). This way, we mitigated bias and local optimizations
towards particular tools.
One potential threat to the internal validity is that some tool experts are authors of this paper, which could introduce bias towards
their tools. However, involving experts is a recommendation for
building conceptual models [1]. We aimed to mitigate this threat
by involving further external researchers into the discussions on
the model construction.
Finally, the answers of tool experts in the questionnaire were
occasionally vague, incomplete, or posing questions. This threatens
the conclusion validity. We carefully analyzed the answers and
conferred with tool experts to improve the conclusion validity.

9

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a conceptual model for unifying concepts of variability in space and time. We constructed the conceptual
model based on an iterative, expert-driven analysis of representative
tools. We showed that the conceptual model achieves high coverage
and comprises concepts of appropriate granularity, since all concepts and most relations required in tools coping with variability in
space, time, or both are represented. Consequently, the conceptual
model fills the gap between SPLE and SCM by unifying concepts
and aligning the terminology of both domains. It supports the understanding of existing tools, and thus can prevent duplicated tool development. Moreover, it provides a means for researchers and practitioners to compare their work and clearly communicate it based on
a unified terminology. As future work, we plan to formally specify
the semantics of the concepts and relations, and to analyze the operations of tools to also unify their behavior in the conceptual model.
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